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Please note Steven Enticott’s new email address is
steven@enticott.com.au

Special Announcement
www.scotttechnicalities.com.au
A free technical site dedicated to helping out other Scott owners is now up and running and
being added too...

We love these photos – any you spot (or yours) please
Keep on sending them in!
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The Scott e-newsletter
Produced by Steven Enticott and Roger Moss as a private non profit making project. It is
intended for all who have an interest in Scott motorcycles, their variants and their history. The
objective of this free monthly newsletter by email is to promote a sense friendship, fellowship
and objective mutual help and interest, using modern communication technology.
This newsletter is not connected with “The Scott Owners Club” or any of its sections. We do,
however recommend membership of the SOC to those with serious long term Scott interests.
Roger Moss and Steven Enticott are both members.
We are very happy indeed to receive your suggestions and especially your contributions to
improve and develop this newsletter. In truth, if you like the concept, please help with the
contributions, as the organisers will find it difficult to continue to supply regular new copy
unaided. Help us to help you!

Other languages.
We publish this newsletter to help others. We do not reserve copyright. We would be very
pleased if any person wished to translate the published information and make it freely available
in any other language.

For commercial re publishing in the English language.
Please contact us first, but hey we need the publicity, just acknowledge your source, this is all
we will ask.
To receive your free newsletter, send us stories for publication, feedback, support or simply to
be taken of the list contact Steven Enticott at steven@enticott.com.au
To send technical copy please contact Roger Moss at roger@mossengineering.co.uk
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A subscriber profile 1.
Erik van Dongen

Part 2 of 2 parts

Right…left…right… very confusing
I promised you motorbikes earlier. Well, over
time a 1960 Panther M120 650cc single visited
my garage as well as a very nice 1974 Benelli
Tornado 650cc twin. But both bikes had the
same "defect"….right-hand-side gear-shifting! I
just could not get used to that strange British
layout (maybe the "defect" is in my head…).
Concentrated

riding

was

one

thing

but

My Benelli Tornado, Italian pur sang!

emergency breaking always resulted in me kicking the gear-shifter down trying to brake… So,
sadly the bikes had to go. A shame as especially the Benelli was a very nice and fast bike!

Ready for the Ready
But, the direction was set… slowly but surely we started to shift from just scooters to
motorcycles. And especially the pre-war
bikes. So some scooters were sold and just

at

the right time a "fully restored" 1927 Ready
crossed my path. You could say we were
ready for the Ready! It's a 500cc sv JAP
powered bike and we thought it might be a
good entrance in the world of vintage
motoring….. wrong!
The bike looked nice but inside it was totally
worn out… "So take your time and fix it" you
would say. Well, time was the one thing we

did

not have because we had boldly entered in
(and payed for…) the 2005 Liege-ViennaEdition 7
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Having dropped of my wife the Ready and I
finally made it to the top of the Gross
Glockner pass!
2006

Liege rally for pre-war bikes : 3.500 long km of motoring through 8 countries in 9 days. So there
was no time for a rebuild (in fact finding a suitable piston still proves to be hard…) so a new set
of rings and new clutch-plates was all I could do.
So of we were… on a bike I did not know and did not trust…. Being the oldest and slowest (due
to the worn out engine 40mph was all it could do) bike in the event and the only one doing two
up the rally proved to be a real challenge. A flat battery (broken magdyno), 10 broken spokes
(had my wheel respoked in Vienna), fractured tank mountings, a plate-eating cutch and nearloss of my wife because of a fractured pillion seat frame were just a few of the things we
encountered. When at about 2.500 km in the rally the dynochain snapped and caused the
camshaft to shear off, it was over. But what a trip it was! Next time we'll be there again but then
on the Scott!

50 years of Maicoletta leading to my Scott….
Well, at last we get to our involvement with Scott motorcycles….Being a two stroke fan (the
Ready being the exception to the rule) I had
been dreaming of my own Scott for over 10
years. For me it's the ultimate two stroke and
it has all the things I expect from a vintage
bike.
Quite some time ago I saw my first two
Scott’s in the showroom of "Yesterdays" one
of the few veteran/vintage bike dealers in
Holland. There they were, both on a pedestal,
one in shiny purple and one in bright white.
My wife and I (on the blue Letta) at the start of our Both fully restored and both absolutely
(successful) End to End run
unaffordable at that time. But then I knew, once there would be a Scott in my garage!
And so it happens that we could be found at the 2005 Stafford bike show. The Maicoletta (one
of the best scooters ever build) celebrated its 50th birthday and therefore on of our Maicolettas
was on the Maico club stand at Stafford. After the show we would be doing a End to End run
with the bike just like the Maico factory did "in the old days". As you might remember, the SOC
stand was right next to the Maico stand so you can picture me hovering around all that Scott’s
frequently during the weekend.
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While on the show I noticed one of the
Maico guys running around with a
battery box trying to find a fitting
battery. "Where is that for?" I asked.
"Oh, that's for a Scott of a friend of
mine" he answered. "He's getting it
ready for MOT so he can sell it". You

can

imagine my heart beating at speed!
After exchanging some information (the
price was well within reach this time) it
turned out to be 1927 500cc Flying
Squirrel in a good state.

My 1927 Flying Squirrel as it looks now
(more www.flyingsquirrel.nl

This started a long period of emailing over the Channel until August came and we were set to
go and pick it up. After a thorough "interrogation" by the British Customs we were allowed to
enter Britain. We were received very friendly but were only offered a brief look at the Scott. First
we had to go and have dinner with the seller and his friends! That's what I like so much about
British folks…
The next day I rode my first Scott!!! Not very successful as the bike has
stood still for quite some time and had carb-problems. Nevertheless, I'll
never forget that first ride because the bike had been converted to right
hand side foot change. The journey home went well and two days later
the bike got its registration in Holland. The sound almost proved to be a
showstopper but two measurements (one outside) and some generous
rounding-down (the bike had about 105 dB on the meter but on paper
Homemade lever…

there suddenly was just 96 dB left, what happens to be the maximum).

Now I'm enjoying this bike very much. I treated it to a full service, solved the carb-problems and
I converted it back to a (homemade) hand gear-change. Even now I can still just sit in the
garage for quite some time and simply look at it… I will never ever sell this bike!!!
Well, I hope this story shows you that younger people too can really enjoy these old bikes!!
Kind regards from Holland.
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Subscriber profile 2

Jeff Meehan Part 7

Well that was fifteen years ago and as I am still using the boat to make (or scratch!) a living. I
feel at least vindicated in my choice of employment and quite pleased with myself for
responding positively to the challenge.
I realise that the next part of this ‘profile’ has nothing to do with motorcycling but Roger Moss
did ask me for a description of what had created the type of character that developed an interest
in Scott’s and the following certainly affected my attitude to life in general.
In another dramatic turn of events during the last months of working at the Lab I met a
millionaire’s son. Not that I was aware of it at the time and he would never have referred to
himself in that manner. It happened as I was attempting to build up a number of customers who
would continue to charter my boat when I went full time. He was just another passenger on the
boat but he showed a really keen interest in all the instrumentation, the navigation required to
put us in the desired spots for the days fishing and all aspects of the boat. On the way back into
port he mentioned that he had a boat but it had a couple of problems could I find time to have a
look at them for him?
It was only when I saw the boat for the first time that I realised that this was way out of my
league.

She was at forty-two feet nearly twice as big
as my boat Sally. The design was a
Taiwanese copy of the legendary Grand
Banks Trawler. I did manage, by insisting that
no money was involved and that I would do
the work as an interested enthusiast, to sort
out many of the small problems associated
with the boat and over the next few weeks
got to know both the son and his father.
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This period also highlighted how little either of them knew about the sea, navigation and general
seamanship and it was decided that I would, as an exercise, take them on the boat for a run
from Liverpool down to Conwy in north Wales to provide them with some practical experience.
Fortunately the trip contained several elements that apparently showed me up in a good light
although on our return to Liverpool nothing was said apart from thanks for the trip.
It was an absolute bombshell when a week later they rang and asked me to meet them in the
Liverpool Marina clubhouse. They would not say what was to be discussed and I made the
journey down to Liverpool somewhat apprehensive about what I might have done wrong on the
trip that had now been revealed. I joined them at a table in the club bar to be welcomed by the
words “Nice to see you. Now, how would you like to take the boat to Turkey?” I was
flabbergasted, I explained that I only sailed within ten miles of the coast, that the furthest I had
ever been on a boat was to the Isle of Man – and that was on the ferry! That I had never been
out of the country, or even had a passport. These were only minor things they insisted; they had
been impressed with how I had handled situations on the Conwy trip and adamant that I was
the man for the job. They then added to the inducements by saying that it would be an all
expenses paid trip, an airline ticket provided for my return from Turkey, time, route and duration
all to be arranged to suit me.
They knew of course about my forthcoming redundancy and suggested that would be the ideal
time to go and even started to discuss what the weather would be like in Turkey by the time we
arrived! Before things went any further I asked who would be going on this voyage, should it
ever take place? Just you and me said the father. Trying to be diplomatic, I said that as he was
going to be seventy next year, and that he knew no navigation or seamanship effectively I would
be sailing the boat single-handed, which would be impossible. Well they said take a navigator
with you, do you know one?
Things looked to be getting out of hand so I said that I needed to talk to Maureen before
anything else could even be discussed but I promised to let them know my decision as soon as
possible.
There was no way to break the news to Maureen gently as it was not a subject that could be
introduced gradually so I told her the facts as they had been put to me. She was dubious about
how long it would take, doubtful that anyone would want to go with me and sceptical that the trip
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would take place at all. Apart from these minor things she was supportive and saw it as an
opportunity for an adventure that should not be missed – I love that woman!
I went to bed that night with more than a germ of an idea forming about how such a large
project might be undertaken but first things first I needed a navigator. I was fortunate in that at
the Lab, taking redundancy at the same time was a colleague who had been out with me on
Sally as both a helper when trawling and a customer when angling. He was dependable, didn’t
get seasick and would be available; if he could navigate he would be ideal. I put the proposal to
him and after consultations at home with his family it was agreed that he could come. I then
spent a hectic three days teaching him the rudiments of navigation before taking him down to
meet the boat owner and introducing him as our navigator!
In the weeks leading up to our departure we took the boat up to Scotland to give the navigator
practical experience, sorted out route, charts, and timetable. A fortnight before we left Liverpool
the owner decided to take along his slightly younger brother. He was seventy percent blind and
ninety percent deaf but was taken along to “Help with the watch keeping”
It can be easily seen that all the basic ingredients for a grand adventure were now in place.
Couple to this the fact that on the voyage not only did plenty of things go wrong but that they did
invariably go wrong at the worst possible moment. To be added to that was all the things that
magazines like Yachting Monthly don’t tell there readers about occurred to us but the biggest
factor of all was the attitude of the owner.
He who had seemed like a personable, if terse, man ashore was on the voyage found to be an
alcoholic with a mental condition. Most books with the subject matter of men being cramped
together for weeks on end state that it is the little things that annoy and get magnified that cause
problems between them. I found having to share a boat with an alcoholic, psychotic bully with
delusions of adequacy put the little things into their correct perspective.
It was a truly dreadful voyage I lost nearly three stone in weight, we had experienced a
catalogue of incidents and accidents and the effect on me was that I couldn’t even bear to talk
about it when I did eventually get home. It was a terrible time for me and I decided to write a
‘warts and all’ account of the voyage.
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I approached the writing project as an attempt to exorcise the memories by writing them down.
In fact the book took three years to write and I often referred to it as my ‘exorcise book’
I had written to Maureen from every port on the voyage and they provided a framework and
timetable of events. When I had expanded this to include all that had happened I had a six
hundred-page manuscript complete with colour pictures of every port of call. When the book
was accepted for publication it was subjected to a rigorous editing to reduce my verbose
scribblings and turn it into what I had originally attempted, a strict journal of a voyage with no
invention or dramatisation.
The book was another challenge in that before I had written nothing longer than a greetings
card since leaving school. That it was a success and sold out the first run and the reprint was
not only a surprise but also an encouragement for me to write and that is where the blame lies
in you having to slog through this narrative but now back to the motorcycling.
The restoration of Lizzie Norton had taught me a lot and it had been such an enjoyable, if
frustrating at times, experience that I decided to take on another project. I heard about a Cotton
that was for sale that was supposedly complete and of an age that would be of interest.
However when I arrived at the house of the vendor it had been sold and all that was left in the
garage was a tank, frame and gearbox of a New Imperial Unit Minor. The good thing was that
the asking price for these few sad remains was a lot cheaper than the Cotton and I left with the
bits convinced that I would easily find enough of the missing pieces to end up with a complete
bike.

Optimism is an essential
requirement for anyone
taking an incomplete
machine as the basis of
a restoration. I ended up
having to buy three other
Unit Minors in order to
get enough good bits to
make the bike as shown.
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When I had assembled all the parts I wanted an advert in the New Imperial Owners magazine
got the remainder off to good homes and brought in the cash with which to start the rebuild. The
result is a good little runner that sounds really nice but is gutless on any gradient, No doubt the
performance could be brought back to that originally offered but even that would not really be
enough to feel secure in taking the bike for rides along anything other than minor road. Quite
apt really given the model designation. Historically the bike is interesting in that the frame is one
of the very last batch to leave the factory and as such it was not registered until after the factory
had been taken over by the government for war time armament production.
Despite the obvious shortcomings of a low capacity bike the next restoration was another little
machine. If there can ever be a Bantam described as ‘rare’ it would have to be the Silver
Bantam. This was BSA’s attempt to get rid of the old stock three speed 150cc Bantam’s before
changing over to the four speed Bantam Major and Bantam Super. The normally single
coloured tank was enlivened with silver panels and the hubs and brake plates were also
‘modernised’ up from the standard black to the same shade of silver. That’s it, no other
improvements were made and BSA were at loss as to why customers were not queuing outside
the dealers to buy them?
Again when put on the road I found the performance no better than I should have expected but I
had felt sorry for the bike when I heard that it had ended its life as a prop in a stage play,
wheeled on for every performance to lend atmosphere to a scene from the play. It had achieved
a moment of fame by appearing in a picture feature in the local paper but was now looking for a
good home as the run of the play had come to a close. Still it was a nice looking little bike when
completed as the photograph shows.

150cc Silver Bantam

Part 8 to follow next edition.
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Technical Q& A

Technical Tip - Oil
If I find something that works, I tend to keep using it until some problem justifies a re evaluation.
I have used Castor R 40 in my gearbox for years and find it excellent. Unlike using it in engines,
where if you were travelling far, you might realistically be concerned about carrying or obtaining
fresh supplies, the gearbox hardly ever needs topping up.
Castor 40 sticks to the gears and is much less inclined to be flung off than mineral oils. The
thicker film is very suitable for the large gear teeth and especially the bronze bushes. The
bronze bush on the high gear is large in relation to the surface speed of the high gear bush and
wear and frictional losses are usual here. Castor 40 certainly reduces gear and bush wear and
does not gum up in this application. I prefer to modify the case to fit an oil seal on the high gear
sleeve and to put oil grooves in both the high gear bush and the small inner thrust head face of
this bush that takes all the reaction loads of the clutch springs when you declutch.
Chlorine based high pressure additives in some mineral oils can attach copper bearing bronze
bushes, but it takes some time. While I am rambling on, I will tell you of something that might be
of interest in the future. We have re designed the twin cam clutch release mechanism that I
have used for years on my racer, so that it can be manufactured more economically. The
traditional type is quite heavy in operation and expensive to make. Its thrust is taken by 1/8"balls
having point contact. Our aim is to make a release mech with a needle thrust race and oil seal
that is smooth, light and long lasting and affordable. Flywheels. We are often faced with
flywheels with damaged tapers so we have made equipment so we can accurately regrind these
and recover the flywheels.
PS Remove the brass level plug about one inch up the front edge of the box and pour in your
chosen oil through the top access hole until it starts to come out of the level hole.
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Technical – Bearings
Question - Please help at renovation engine of my SCOTT. I have the problem with head
bearing and bearing big end piston rod If is possible get or order manufacturing inside and
outward rings bearing? My original rings is appendices Original roller already I have the new. Or
with makes all bearings to motor SCOTT? Engine No. FY 3651AYear of production 1931 lease
about price calculation. Thank you for answer whether me, you can help with renovation of my
motor.

Answer - We do have all these pieces but not to finished size. The rods, crankcase are often not
now the same size as originally made in1931.
Question - Do you have possibility of help by engineering factory with machines to bore and
grind?
Question - Has the crankcase been ever broken and has been repaired by welding? If the
answer to this last question is YES, then it is possible that the main bores in the crankcase
where the hard main bearing "cup" is fitted, may not be in alignment. The hard main bearing cup
should never be removed without first removing the steel "shrink ring" that grips the main
bearing cup and then heating the case a little If the main bearing cup is taken out without this, it
is possible that the size of this main hole / bore can be made bigger so that if a replacement
main bearing cup is fitted that is original size, then it will not be held correctly.
You will need to measure this hole very exactly within +/-0.007mm accuracy Rod will first need
big end hole honing to be sure it is circular. It is usually oval 0.07mm after use. Now measure
this hole / bore accurately, again to +/-0.007mm Next grind replacement ring on outside Next
push into rod Next grind inside bore to standard size Next measure size of crankpin on cranks.
Is it circular? Is it tapered?
Next hone inside bore of big end crankpin bush to correct size to suit crankpin Next grind
outside diameter of crankpin bush to suit rod All these operations are repeated with the main
bearings This information is not complete but is to explain some of the work that is needed if
you wish a good result. We would NEVER just make these items to the original sizes, as after
75 years, the original sizes are usually not suitable. We would always restore the items,
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measure exactly then make the new pieces to the sizes that are KNOWN to be correct for the
engine. This is more expensive, but it is the only way that we can produce a quality engine.
If you want us to supply you with these pieces made to original sizes. Then we will do this, but
you must accept responsibility that they fit your engine. If you want us to tell you step by step
how this should be done and you have engineering machines with which to carry out the work,
then we will try and help you freely. It is not easy when we do not have the pieces to inspect
and measure and it takes us much time to prepare and send exact engineering information for
you to be sure you have the best result.

Technical – More oil
Question - I read with a lot of interest your oiling comments, I spoke to you about 4 months ago
generally about spares and whether I should buy a Birmingham Scott 1958, we spoke for about
40 minutes and the outcome was hiring a van driving to Birmingham collect it. I have spent
numerous hours restoring and learning some of Scott's quirks and oiling is my major mental
problem.
I have a Silk pump fitted and a Pilgrim pump as back up spare, nylon oil lines to the big end
bearings, looking and listening I have thought about putting oil in the petrol, (as the engine has
been completely overhauled by Ken Lack) may I ask you if you have any instructions on the Silk
pump, may I purchase them. If you have any suggestions that would help I would be very
grateful
Answer - I have a tendency to be longwinded but on account of the backlog of work, will try and
be brief. If you need extra advice please ask. Silk pump is a copy of a single Best and Lloyd
pump made for singles in the vintage period.
There was always a problem to be sure that the delivery was shared evenly, as any tendency
for one crank chamber to exert a stronger "Suck" than the other, would lead to it getting the
lion’s share of the oil. I do not think this pump is suitable, although with much messing about
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you could make it work. You really need a twin pump either a Pilgrim or a late Jap pump off a
Suzuki RGV 250 for example that has twin feeds and throttle control. We bought one from eBay
at a reasonable price. If you like an elegant solution and do not mind a bit of work, try the latter
Kind Regards
Roger

Technical – Welding Issues
Question - After some test running in my workshop (shed) I found that I had still oil leaks in the
crankcase (it leaked oil like a Triumph), I had expected the change of glands to modern
packings had cured it. The oil found it way into the clutch, and almost glued the plates together.
It turned out to be badly welded repairs in the crankcase, from broken conrods. I have had most
of it re-welded (very carefully), but there is a small leak at the "corner" of the "oilwell" that is not
easy to come near, we might have cut a hole through the bottom to get access.
I have the help of a professional welder. I have read your comments about welding, but have to
hope the best. All this leading to the question: What would be the price of a "new" crankcase?
Answer - It is quite common for welding repairs not to bond properly as the welder is nervous
about getting the case too hot and it melting. This is why we have our welder pre heat the case.
Problem is, if you do so that to get a good weld, the heat sends the main bearing cups blue and
reduces their hardness.
Because of this we must remove the shrink ring, heat the case, remove the cur, then have case
welded, then re qualify case if welding has distorted it, including bore and face main bearing
locations true, build up outside of cups with chrome, then regrind to suit re machined bore in
crankcase, then heat case, fit cups, make and fit new shrink ring, measure and make new main
bearing inner ring if needed. A real bucketful of work to do it correctly.
Not easy to demonstrate to folks what goes into a "proper job"

Cheers Roger Moss
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A technical case study

Lofty Lube (part 3)

Principles into practice

Mike Fennell

When Don Avis emigrated to Canada in 1967 he had completed initial road-testing of the
Loftylube Mark I conversion, based on the 3 principles discussed in Part 2 :

a) High rate of

oil feed to engine Scavenging excess oil from crankcase wells Recirculation and re-use of oil
His original “Pilgrim’s Progress” articles, Parts 1 and 2, had been published in Yowl. At that
early stage the results had handsomely exceeded expectations and he was in a confident and
buoyant mood about a smoke-free future for all Scott’s, including Matt Holder’s Brummies.
“Birmingham might even become a Smokeless Zone!” was his optimistic prediction.
This large vision, sadly, was never to be realised. It’s not that his ’49 Flyer had been left to
languish in some damp and murky lock-up – quite the opposite in fact, because in Montreal it
was at first his only form of daily transport. Road-testing had therefore continued unabated and
it was that period of two years or so, and 25,000 miles, which amply confirmed the early
promise with a flawless performance of Loftylube in all conditions. At some point in 1970, we
can reasonably assume, he had most of the answers. Why then was there no follow-up to the
earlier articles, a “Pilgrims Progress Part 3”, filling in all the vital missing details about oil
scavenging and recovery that he had carefully left out. What had happened to the prolific Avis
pen of old?
Looking back now over 30 years we can only wonder about the combined effects of plunging
into a new and unfamiliar culture, meeting the demands of providing for a young family, and
exiled from his beloved SOC. What remains certain is that his Muse deserted him completely
when he left English shores and did not return for a full 19 years – that was how long it took for
another Lofty article to appear in Yowl, and the title, in a way, tells its own story … “Under the
Maple Tree : the mind wanderings of an expatriated Scott enthusiast.“ Lofty himself attributed
the barren period to
“…the tedium of writing properly researched technical material that has prevented me from
contributing these many years ” but I have my doubts about this as a convincing explanation. I
prefer to believe it was his one and only return trip to England in 1986 that softened the Muse’s
heart, and from then on She decided to support and inspire him in foreign climes. Not, perhaps,
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an explanation that appeals to the modern mind but there is no denying that it was the prelude
to a great flowering of literary output during his remaining nine years with a non-stop flow of
anecdotes, technical commentary, and finally the fictional, but strangely personal “Dream
Machine”. All of it was technically absorbing, amusing, and heart-warming stuff, with the
occasional tantalising reference to the success of Loftylube dotted here and there. Inexplicably
though, we were still without a definitive exposition of the complete Loftylube system when this
very talented man died a few years ago. I say “inexplicably” but perhaps it’s true that nobody in
the Club was interested enough to request it, and there is some evidence that Lofty himself still
harboured a belief in it’s potential commercial value. Whether or not this belief was justified is
very debatable.
Be all that as it may, the task we had undertaken of attempting a complete description of the
original conversion had all the elements of a classic jigsaw puzzle about it, including some
crucial missing pieces. This project was clearly going to involve a fair amount of educated
guesswork on our part. We were definitely in need of help from some higher power, and when
Norm Baril, the new Canadian owner of Lofty’s bike, decided to send it back home it was rather
like a gift from on high – though whether or not Lofty and his GA had any part in this will not be
known this side of the Pearly Gates!
The bike arrived in Tilbury at the end of January 2001 and it was quickly apparent that, apart
from some missing items such as the original radiator and extra long silencer, it appeared to be
in much the same state as it must have been when first converted in the 1960’s. This was very
good news for the project and our first task was to trace all the external plumbing of the
lubrication system and examine the individual components. This was closely followed by an
engine strip-down, partly of course to assess it’s general condition, but more importantly to look
for the internal modifications that we thought had probably been made. It wasn’t long before the
answers we were hoping for had emerged and these included a couple of surprising findings
that I doubt could ever have come to light without such an opportunity. What follows, then, is
the first complete description to be made available of Lofty’s original concept. It borrows heavily
from the original articles of course (reproduced in italics), and is supplemented by what we have
gleaned from studies of all the other written material, as well as from an examination of the
“Smokeless Special ” itself, to fill in the missing pieces.
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Reference to the schematic diagram in Fig 1,
and the drawing of a scavenge non-return
valve in Fig 2, makes it possible for any
interested member to gain a good
understanding of a quite unique piece of
research and development by one of the great
characters in the history of the Club.

The original conversion - Loftylube Mk I - From oil tank to main bearings
“The Pilgrim pump is retained, driven in the normal way. Both halves of the engine are fed from
the outside half of the pump via a “splitter” block. This has been done before, but usually fails
because at low rates of feed one half of the engine gets the oil and the other half gets the
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bubbles. (Pilgrim pumps deliver more air than oil). On the “Loftus” scheme, however, the pump
is set at “1 in 1 “ and even if the oil division is not equal, the worst served half of the engine will
be getting more than it could ever digest before. At this setting the pump is perfectly reliable
under all conditions.” ( Pilgrim’s Progress Part 2)
Notes
The plunger stroke is 4 to 6 times greater than standard, not far short in fact of it’s maximum,
making oil delivery far less sensitive to temperature variations and pump wear – hence it’s
reliability.
The “Y” design of the splitter block, and parallel layout of the twin feed pipes as far back as the
rear edge of the crankcase, are factors helping to equalise oil division.
Tracing flow from the splitter block on Fig 1, oil feed into the crank inlets is standard but is
double the normal maximum volume. This ensures more than adequate lubrication of critical
components under all conditions but it also creates greater leakage from the packing glands.
Lofty referred to this problem in October ’66 and mentioned a gland modification designed to
mitigate it, but gave no details. The modification seen on the Lofty Special was a cut-away
section of the gland between two of the three oil ports, allowing more time for the increased
volume of oil to enter the mains, so that presumably less is forced out as leakage. A further
important refinement is a leather disc in the space between the main bearing cup and primary
drive sprocket which directs leaked oil onto the chain links (Avisoil). This was an idea that Lofty
introduced around the same time as Loftylube and he reported it as highly successful in
reducing both chain wear and the need for frequent adjustment. I believe that this particular
modification has been widely copied by other Scott owners. The leather disc that we found on
his engine looked in very good condition – it had probably done 25,000 + miles – and was
attached to the flywheel in the manner described by Lofty – six 8BA brass screws tapped into
the sprocket rivets. This method was replaced on re-assembly by a new leather disc glued to
the sprocket with Araldite.
There is of course no magneto on the ’49 FS but others have used the Avisoil idea for magneto
chains with equal success. Oil throw from this system could be considerable and Lofty made
provision for shields round the primary chain run to collect oil and prevent it spraying
everywhere. On the underside of the alloy top crankcase cover we found a pointed “dripper” to
re-direct thrown oil back onto the top run of the chain, and there is an alloy strip sealing off the
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narrow gap between crankcase and gearbox under-tray, carrying excess oil away from its usual
destination – ie : lubricating the underside of the crankcase casting and collecting road dirt.
Some of it must end up on the road and garage floor, though. Lofty was known to be fanatical
about chains and their lubrication, and all these various devices confirm the lengths to which he
was prepared to go in the cause of transmission smoothness.
Internal distribution
Once oil has entered the crankcase inlets, analysis of its internal distribution becomes largely
theoretical due to the impossibility of direct observation. One of the more interesting question
marks is the well-known failure of the knife-edge cranks to improve on big-end life, as it seems
to be a reasonably good idea. Lofty went a step beyond theory, as reported in Part 1, with a
bench-test investigation of this problem. It led him to conclude that although oil pick-up by the
knife-edge was indeed very poor it could be improved somewhat by increased oil delivery to the
engine, and quite a bit more by the addition of the soldered-on “knibs” of copper foil that were
discussed in part 2. He did not say where these were to be placed and it was not until Harry and
I split the crank assembly that all was revealed – they are soldered to the face of the main
bearing cups at their lowest points, as shown on the schematic. In this position they can act as
collectors and dripper points to oil running down in a thin film from the cup faces ( which would
presumably by-pass the knife-edges in the normal set-up ) and down into the wells. Could it be
that the running clearance between crank and cup is too great for the knife-edges to work ? If
so, then those “knibs” could make a big difference. It is certainly a subject that is worth a closer
look, probably by repeating Lofty’s experiments and measuring flow rates into the big-ends.
There is a bit of a sting in the tail however for owners of earlier plain cranks …
“The oil feed rate to the big and small ends is greatly improved by this system, but the big-ends
never get the opportunity of a dip in the oil in the crankcase well. It would seem likely that Flyer
engines, without the direct feed via the knife-edge arrangement on the crank, would probably
suffer from a dose of the Hoffman Blues through lack of big-end lubrication.” It may be that ways
round this problem could be devised, a point that will be returned to in due course.
Scavenging phase
Our trip round the system now turns to the crankcase wells where most of the oil entering the
engine finishes up. Here, the scavenge non-return valves do their work by venting excess oil
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under crankcase pressure thus controlling the level of oil in the well and preventing overflow into
the path of the whirling big-end.
Lofty …“The oil from the crankcase will not be drawn up by the scavenge pump unaided
because of the presence of crankcase gas which destroys the lift. Ball valves acting on
crankcase pressure are used to perform this function. Each crankcase is drilled through from
the outside wall so as to enter about

5/8 ins from the bottom of the well. The hole is opened

out and tapped 1/2BSF and spot-faced to provide a sealing surface. A small sub-assembly is
screwed in each side consisting of a 300 mesh filter and a ball valve. ( Fig 2 ) A miniature banjo
union fits onto this unit and the pipes from the two crankcase outlets feed oil via a junction block
to the extra pump inlet (to be described below). The scavenge pump adjuster is set so that the
pump works at about full stroke, but it spends a fair amount of the time pumping a mixture of
crankcase gas and oily petrol. The dimensions of ball valves and gas-limiting jets are critical, as
is the spring pressure.
Ball travel was restricted to1/64 inch according to Lofty letter to Glyn Chambers dated 28-12 -65
Drilling the crankcase as described would not be popular today, and in fact Lofty had originally
planned to fit his scavenge valves in place of the drain plugs underneath the engine. He was
deterred by the risk of damage in this exposed position, but it should be possible to provide
adequate protection for a modern conversion. (There are a number of different ways this
problem could be tackled including, for example, remote siting of the valves. Such refinements
will be left for later consideration in this series.)
Scavenged material passes to the inboard side of the pump and enters via a new intake formed
specifically for this purpose. It is worth noting at this point that pressure in the pipe run from
scavenge valves to pump is governed by crankcase pumping action at one end (believed to be
a maximum of 6psi, but dependent on throttle opening and rpm) and opening/closing of the port
(geared down 15 : 1 from engine revs ) in the pump.
Modification of the pump to achieve the dual functions of both oil delivery and scavenging was
described in detail in “Pilgrim’s Progress Part 2” …
“The screw is first removed from the edge of the mounting surface of the pump, thus revealing
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the cross-drilling from the oil feed union to the crankcase side plunger inlet port. The hole is
drilled out to a depth of 1/2 inch and tapped with 1/4BSF , finishing with a “seconds” tap to leave
the last few threads a bit shallow. The oilway is now tapped 4BA for a further 3/8 inch with a
taper tap and a 3/16 inch long, 4BA grubscrew inserted and screwed home firmly. This blanks
off the cross-drilling. A short length (say 1 1/2 inches) of 1/4 OD copper pipe is threaded
externally 1/4BSF for 1/2 inch and screwed firmly into the prepared hole to make a second
intake connection.
Re-circulation, separation and re-use
The inner half of the pump accepts scavenged material under pressure via the new inlet. There
is no requirement to meter this material so the sight feed beak and it’s associated ball valve are
removed allowing unrestricted passage into the sight feed chamber of the oil/petrol/gas mixture.
Here the liquid fraction runs down the slope to the output end of the pump plunger, losing petrol
by evaporation from the hot surface of the engine mounted pump. This is the first stage of the
separation process. The vapour, together with crankcase gases, is vented by a 1/8” pipe to the
gearbox under-tray area.
A second stage of separation takes place in the “oil recovery unit” - a small cylindrical chamber situated under the seat above the oil tank. Re-circulated oil is pumped up to this chamber via a
central pipe, passing through a gauze filter before draining out again. The chamber is vented
from it’s top cover to feed oily gases in the direction of the rear chain. Re-circulation of
separated oil now takes place by draining back down to the pump, re-entering the system at a
tee-piece in the oil feed line from the tank close to the pump inlet. This was the second major
revelation to be found when we inspected the Lofty Special, as all previous speculation had
assumed that it was returned directly to the tank, thus contaminating the fresh oil. But not so.
The elevated position of the recovery unit above the oil tank ensures that scavenged oil is
automatically used preferentially to fresh oil – a clever but simple idea which had also been
suggested recently by both Geoff Harland and Harry Beal. It requires a change to the previously
stated principles of Loftylube :High oil delivery to the engine
Scavenging excess from the wells
Re-circulation, separation and preferential re-use
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A mark II conversion with at least one important change to accommodate earlier high level oil
tanks was made for Len Pease in 1966 and Tim Sharp did 5000 miles with two rather different
versions of his own. These developments all merit detailed analysis and will be featured in the
next article, together with an airing of the views of objectors. Perhaps this is a good time to
invite comments, questions, and criticisms – and best of all, any practical experience.

Author’s footnote
I count myself very lucky to have got my hands on the original Smokeless Special as it had
disappeared from sight and sound after Lofty died around 1995. Attempts to contact the Avis
family in Canada had been unsuccessful, but then the bike was re-registered with the Club
Registrar by a new owner, Norm Baril, who had bought it at an estate sale. Norm is an old bike
enthusiast whose main interest had been Harleys and Gold Stars and it seemed that he thought
the Scott would provide a new challenge. I phoned him and we corresponded for a while. He did
not know much about the marquee and, needless to say, had no idea about the history and
technical interest of this particular bike, although he did know the name of its previous owner.
He had also heard from the seller about the existence of technical diagrams relating to the bike,
that were thought to be of value. I believe that these may have been patent application
documents, something that I had always felt would exist in some form or other and which would
undoubtedly cast more light on the principles of LoftyLube. As far as we know they were never
submitted to a Patent Office and have not been made available for publication.
After a couple of years Norm seemed to have become disenchanted with the idea of restoration,
perhaps put off by the idiosyncrasies of the Scott engine and without having touched a
single bolt apparently, and offered it to me. I jumped at the opportunity and re-imported it from
Canada.

Thank-you Mike for this contribution, truly a fascinating story.
Picture of Mike in 1958 – he can be contacted at
mfennell@dsl.pipex.com
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Motorcycling Lifestyle

www.scotttechnicalities.com.au

Hello again, the above web site grows with the addition of a links page, back issues of all the
eNewsletters and a final section for the Scott Exchange. Thanks to all for the encouraging
feedback, my plan is to keep on growing its contents over time.
Just been reflecting on what a great bunch of people the Scott world is, six months ago at a
Scott rally I was bemoaning that I really wanted a Klaxon horn for my Scott but found the price
tag and unavailability of the horn in general to be a little unattainable. Low and behold last week
a parcel turns up at work to my joy it contained a beautifully restored Klaxon horn. Just after the
meet a member who had heard my comments spotted one at a swap (auto-jumble), bought it for
me, rang me and said it was a bit dodgy but would have a look at it for me. Not only did he
make the effort to spot/buy he went way behold any expectation and has did a beautiful
restoration job on it, and then charged me an embarrassingly low fee for his purchase, postage
and work. But it doesn’t stop there, at the same meet I was also admiring the Scott logo electric
horn covers (must have been a little horny that weekend) a couple of weeks later another
member sent me one of a batch he had cast up himself. No fee at all, even paid the postage.
Many in the club scene have also showed the same level of “decency” and I in turn emulate as
best as a “handy with a wood lathe and angle grinder (used in combination)” accountant can do,
thanks to all I won’t, mention names, just to say thank-you.
The moral to the story as in the above two examples is to always help each other, we all share
the same interest its about just making each others road a lot happier to travel – thanks guys
How about this for lifestyle, the six monthly Australian
Scott run last happened on its usual date the last
weekend of April. For those who know me, know I love a
cold beer and a laugh, well I got both this year as the run
shortened by weather fear promptly lengthened by a
small group to the next town. We just so happened to
park outside the local. Plans are under way for a “decent
session” next year. Join us if you can, anytime cheers.

steven@enticott.com.au
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Scott’s in competition.

Development of a Scott racer...

In 1967 I bought my first Scott, a very nice TT Replica. I soon tried my hand at vintage racing
and as, at that time there were many people still racing, there was enough for a “Vintage
Standard” i.e. road going class up to 1930. Very soon I was finishing in the first three but this
was to be a short-lived glory. As the entry was declining, the race was enlarged by including
bikes up to 1951, which meant competing against Triumph 650 Thunderbirds with modern
tuning parts.
I would not change the specification of the Replica, as it was very original, so it retained its 20”
wheel rims and hand change. It was not possible to get race quality tyres 20” wheels, so a wet
weekend race meeting at Cadwell Park saw me negotiating the right left adverse camber
downhill bend combination called “The Gooseneck”, chasing a 650 Triumph. I remember
having one hand changing gear and the left hand holding a very light feeling handlebar as both
wheels were sliding! I said out loud to myself “This is crazy, it’s not a case if you will crash it,
only when and it deserves better”. When I returned to the paddock, I put it on the trailer and
resolved to build a racer from what spares I could obtain.
George Silk found me a single down tube frame and I had a copy of the original long optional
tank made by Ray Pettit. The rest was fairly standard. The first problem was a crash due to the
gearbox output bush seizing, even after I gave it a big clearance. The gearbox and outrigger
final drive received careful attention and many detail modifications. The next problem was
cranks, I must have broken about 6 sets and the case was patched up with body filler and
expanded aluminium mesh.
I decided that the engine would perform better if the inlet tract was bigger and so welded up
where the flywheel runs under the inlet tract floor and lowered the floor. The flywheel was made
a little smaller to clear.
I had found that there was no steel available to me at that time to solve the crank breakage
problem, so in 1977 I designed a compact four bearing crank conversion that is still used today.
The cranks were complimented by a pair of titanium rods, the little ends of which were
controlled within the pistons by spacing washers.
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I made some blind head aluminium barrels that had chrome plated bores, as I had in the 1970’s
regularly reconditioned Racing Yamaha TZ barrels and had learned from this. The carb was an
over bored Amal type 289 with twin floats and I made transfer port cover castings with higher
flow capacity.
At one meeting I started the bike but, unknown to me, there had been a leak of water into the
crank chamber. The engine fired instantly on the LH pot and the RH transferred up the water
into the cylinder head and tried to compress it. The result was that the crankcase was broken
across the main bearing and was scrap. I had put a lot of work into modifying this case, so this
was a disappointment. I consulted a friend, Tony Pacey, who is a master patternmaker. Tony
made me patterns for a new case that was of original external appearance, but was
strengthened in many details and incorporated the larger inlet tracts as standard. The cases
were made from top quality high strength aluminium alloy and heat-treated.
I studied the problem of brakes and made new brakes to original appearance with cooling muffs
and with an unusual operating and adjustment system. The handling of the bike had always
been difficult and a ride on Clive Waye’s racer proved just how bad it was by comparison.
The class I had been competing in was for bikes up to Dec 1930 and so the Scott had to be of
the type, which used a non-detachable cylinder head. As the entries were declining, the VMCC
racing section decided to extend the period eligibility up to 1934. At this date Scott’s had a
detachable head and they had sold a few four speed gearboxes, most of which were returned to
be exchanged for three speed boxes as they had significant design faults. Tony Pacey again
made patterns for a high compression version of the detachable cylinder head, a matching
aluminium barrel to have chromed bores and the four speed gearbox casings. The gearbox
design faults were eliminated as far as possible to achieve a workable gearbox and high
compression heads were made.
I was excluded from a race meeting at Oulton Park because the exhaust was too loud, so I fitted
a modest resonant exhaust system that made the bike quiet and gave approximately another
five bhp when used with a 38mm TT type carb.
Ignition reliability and drive durability had been a problem, so a belt drive to the magneto was
arranged to drive from a pulley on the clutch drum, instead of the “Sprint Special” type chain
drive to the magneto from the clutch drum. A test rig was made to check magneto output and
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more importantly, the sustained accuracy of the spark timing. The results showed that where I
had imagined that the power was limited by the engine breathing efficiency, it was, in fact, being
limited by the magneto spark losing its timing in a similar way to a four stroke engine having
“Valve bounce”. I designed and made a conversion to a BTH magneto using PVL components
which brought further improvements. When Tony Harris started to make his new BTH
magnetos, I was happy to try this with great success.
In 2003 I crashed heavily at a race meeting in Anglesey and because of injuries was unable to
race. Tony Harris suggested that I contact New Zealander Paul Dobbs to see if he wanted to
race the bike. Paul had never raced such an old rigid bike before and initially, he was very
unhappy with the handling. He suggested that there was not enough weight on the front wheel
and so the seat and bars were re arranged. Paul pronounced himself satisfied and remarked
that he had never experienced such a high degree of feedback from a bike and that this gave
him great confidence to use it hard gaining spectacular results.
As an engineer who has spent his life designing and building special machinery, this bike has
been a very stimulating project. The Scott would not be the first choice if success were the
absolute goal. There is a bigger hill to climb than, for instance if you pick a camshaft Norton. If
the reader is concerned at the amount of special engineering that has gone into this bike, then I
assure you that almost all of the other successful historic race bikes are highly special inside
and use alcohol fuel. The Scott uses unleaded pump fuel! The development has taught us
which modifications bring the optimum results, first as regards durability and reliability and also
as regards gaining power and smoothness without sacrificing the high torque characteristics of
the Scott engine.

Design mods and component changes to the Moss Special.
Component

Changed to

Frame (1)
Frame (2)
Forks
Forks
Forks
Brakes front (1)
Brakes front (2)

Lower frame rails removed
Lightweight frame made
Modify friction dampers
Cast silicone rubber in spring
Phosphate treat
Fit two Webb drums
Make new better copies
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To give cornering clearance
To reduce weight and increase stiffness
To enhance damping
To enhance damping
To protect corrosion but still see any cracks
To improve braking
To improve braking

2006

Brakes front (2)
Brakes front
Brakes rear
Petrol tank (1)
Petrol tank (2)
Petrol tank
Carb (1)
Carb (2)
Lubrication
Lubrication
Lubrication
Cranks
Gbox output bush
Clutch release
Gearbox output
Final drive outrigger
Final drive outrigger
Gearbox 3 speed
Gearbox 3 speed
Gearbox
Gearbox 4 speed
Gearbox undertray
Clutch
Clutch
Clutch
Clutch
Clutch
Magneto (1)
Magneto (2)
Magneto (3)
Magneto
Crankcase (1)
Crankcase (2)
Main bearings
Crankcase seals
Crankcase
Crankcase
Crankcase
Barrel (1)
Barrel (2)
Barrel (3)
Head
Con Rods
Big end
Small End
Pistons
Transfer covers
Exhaust
Flywheel
Flywheel
Primary drive
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Redesign brake plate
Twin brake cable compensator
Make new hub and brake
Copy of long sprint tank
Lightweight alloy tank
Twin big feeds
Amal Type 289 overbored
38mm TT type carb
3 port drippers
Non return valves
Petroil to engine
Four bearing crank
Needle roller bearing
Twin cam design
Oilseal added
Self aligning bearing
Snail cam location
Non standard ratios
Internal lubrication mods
Large undertray clamp plate
Redesign and make gearbox
Reinforced
Thicker stronger plain plates
Reinforced pressure plate
Better friction plates
Stronger clutch springs
Fit belt pulley to clutch drum
Have special magnetos wound
Electronic mag conversion
Harris / BTH magneto
Belt pulley and belt
Mods to inlet tract
New case
Ball bearings
Synthetic modern seals
Upgraded clamping to frame
Aperture in front
4 bearing crank
Blind head iron modified
Blind head alloy
Detachable head alloy
High compression
Titanium beam section
Bearing cages
Located in piston with spacers
Lightweight ported
High flow covers
Resonant exhaust
Graduated in degrees
22 T primary drive sprocket
Fit brush oiler
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To improve braking
To improve braking
To improve braking and sprocket changes
To suit frame and personal preference
To suit new frame and enclose oil tank etc
To deliver 1000 ml / min at carb
To achieve better results
To achieve better results
To feed main bearings and primary chain
To feed main bearings
5% Castrol R 40 in fuel
Frequent breakages
Original subject to seizures and high friction
To give lighter and smoother clutch action
To prevent oil contaminating clutch
To eliminate inaccuracies causing friction
To prevent outrigger pulled to rear (seizures)
Ratios to suit engine output for racing
To reduce friction and wear
To get maxi. clamping effect to reduce creep
To have eligible Scott type 4 speed gearbox
To prevent cracking in stressed areas
Reduce wear/dogs and warp, cleaner action
To reduce dishing and loss of efficiency
To transmit more power even if oil coated
To cope with increased power output
Replace troublesome chain drive to magneto
To try to achieve better efficiency
To achieve reliable sparks at high revs
To have optimum ignition
For smooth reliable drive
To improve breathing
To incorporate internal improvements learned
More durable and efficient
Preferred design
Engine case used as stressed frame member
Aid cooling inside case, give access to chain
Detail mods to use 4 bearing crank
To enhance output
To enhance output
To enhance output
To enhance output
To reduce bearing loads
To control rollers
Keep rod running square on big end rollers
Access to locate little end and upgrade trsfr.
To transfer more charge efficiently
Enhance output without loss of low rev torque
Quick and accurate setting of ignition timing
Speed up gbox to reduce box, clutch loads
To ensure long life for primary chain

2006

Here it is, in all its glory... The number one plate!

Paul at Mallory on April 16. Note it carries the No 1 plate! This is the first time I have seen a
Scott carrying No 1 in all the years I have been racing.
Please acknowledge photo by Russell Lee of Sportpix
Mallory results were 2 wins and two second place
Oulton May 6th results 3 wins one second.
I am hoping to get a new pipe made to see if we can squeeze a bit more out of it.
It would be good to have a "Two for one" offer on racing tyres as Paul wears them out too
quickly!
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For Sale/Wanted

From Terry Doyle
Kick start springs-$20, Stainless dog bone dampers engraved-$80 set, Ribbed brake drums ala
TT Rep or plain $300, Sprockets dished $300. Looking for 1920 Motor can swap other bits let
me know your needs. Terry Doyle, Melbourne Australia

tdoyle@alphalink.com.au

From Geoff Easton
Wanted - Benelli 250. 2C . Around 1972/74 ideally from Australia/NZ
eastong@bigfoot.com

Looking for a restored mid twenties 2 speeder.
Andrew Bartleet Perth West Australia
blackbart-ft@westnet.com.au

Hello Scott owners. I’m currently looking to buy a 1930s early 40s Scott. At the moment I own
three bikes a Suzuki GT750, Suzuki RG500 and a Yamaha LC350. As you can see all watercooled 2 strokes, for a couple of years I have become more interested in older vintage
machines. This is when I became interested in Scott’s 2 strokes and water-cooled just my kind
of bike. I have visited the very knowledgeable Roger Moss who very kindly spent his time
explaining all things Scott to me and showing me the beautifully engineered parts he makes for
the Scott. This has convinced me that I could have a usable vintage bike and best of all a 2
stroke. Please contact me if you have any advice on buying a Scott or what they are like to look
after. Thanks Colin Hulme
c.hulme1@ntlworld.com
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Supplier list
Magnetos New Self generating electronic. Vintage appearance
BT-H Magnetos Ltd
Leicestershire UK
www.bt-h.biz/index2.htm
Magnetos, BTH and Lucas rebuilt for over 40 years
Fred Cooper
Tel UK (0) 1732 822030
Special ignition systems
Rex Caunt Racing
www.rexcauntracing.com/
Spark Plugs
NGK Co
We use NGK spark plugs in our racer with complete confidence. Check out this
website for info
www.ngksparkplugs.com/techinfo/spark_plugs/techtips.asp?nav=31000&country=US
And this one for the UK
www.ngkntk.co.uk/
Rev Counters Electronic. “Scitsu” Pick up from HT lead. Vintage in appearance, works with
mags.
Dawson Harmsworth Ltd.
PO Box 3606
Sheffield S6 2YZ
Tel UK 0114 233 7460
Scott big end roller plates
Laurie Erwood (SOC member)
laurieandval@erwood208.fsnet.co.uk
Tyres, oil, all types of accessories
Ken Inwood. Hersham Racing Service
173 Hersham Road,
Hersham Nr Walton on Thames
Surrey
Tel UK 01932 229 547
Amal Spares plus Classic British Bike Spares
Hitchcocks Motorcycles
www.hitchcocksmotorcycles.com
Scott Radiators New and repair
John Hodges Darrad Radiators
darad@myddfai.com
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Dynomometer setting up and tuning
Dave Holmes Operating a dyno is not enough. For good setting up you need a water brake
dyno and a really skilled engine specialist who can interpret the readings. Absolutely the best
way to set up any engine. Coventry UK
dholmes@250mov.freeserve.co.uk
Control Cables
T Johnson (Cables) G.B.
cableman@btinternet.com
Hard Chrome plating including bores
Michrome Electro Plating
Coventry UK
www.michrome.co.uk
Engineering Patterns for quality replacement castings. Melton Mowbray UK
Tony Pacey
( Tony has made my patterns for 35 years – says it all!)
james.pacey1@ntlworld.com
Brake Linings, Clutch linings, British bike spares.
Supreme Motorcycles
Earl Shilton UK
www.suprememotorcycles.co.uk/about.htm
Authentication of Scott Motorcycles by SOC Registrar. Send details and photo by post with
SAE
John Underhill
Leicester UK
John Underhill
74 Greengate Lane,
Birstall,
Leicester. LE4 3DL
UK
Aluminium Castings. Top quality floor moulding in high strength aluminium. Heads, barrels,
cases etc.
Accrite Aluminium Ltd.
Unit 10, South Leicester Ind Est
Beverage Lane, Ellistown,
Leicester LE67 1EU
Tel UK 01530 263 038
Iron Castings including Malleable iron brake drums etc
www.castmetalsfederation.com/home.asp
Metalcast (Bilston) Ltd
93 Wolverhampton Street
Bilston WV14 0LU -UK
Piston Rings Made to order
Phil Daintree
22 Hawkstone Road
Whitefield, Manchester N45 7PJ - UK
Tel UK 0161 766 4487
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Engraving
Leicester UK
screws)
Robinson Engraving
15 Ruskin Avenue,
Syston,
Leics, LE7 2BY – UK

(engraves degree graduations on our flywheels and crank

Tel UK 0116 260 5998

Scott Owners Club Spares Scheme
SOC members)
www.scottownersclub.org/spares/

(Please note the SOC Spares Scheme can only sell to

Scott Engine and transmission rebuilding Specialist in 2 speed gears
Ken Lack
5 Norton Lees Square
Sheffield S8 8SP - UK
Tel UK 0114 281 1250
Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding
Tim Sharp
14 Hazel Beck,
Cottingley Bridge,
Bingley,
Yorks. BD16 1LZ - UK
Tel UK 01274 567 528
Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding
Sam Pearce Motorcycles
www.sampearce-scott.co.uk
Scott Engine and Transmission rebuilding, New sports engines etc. Any challenging
engineering project.
Scott technical information on website
Moss Engineering
www.mossengineering.co.uk
Aluminium Castings (not high strength alloys) Covers, guards etc often from existing pattern
without new pattern by skilled 3 man foundry. Used by Ken Lack and myself for years.
Victoria Street Foundry Ltd.
Syston
Leics LE7 8LF
UK
Tel UK 0116 260 8100
Technicalities on CD – Bill Jamieson’s compilation of technical articles
www.scotttechnicalities.com.au
High quality black and white photocopy sets of manufacturer's original literature
www.brucemain-smith.com
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Disclaimer
The content in this newsletter is offered as being correct in as far as we, the publishers, are able
to verify.
We can not be held responsible for any loss or damage incurred whilst carrying out suggested
procedures or using recommended suppliers. In fact one editor Steven Enticott is an
accountant, what technical knowledge would he posses of any value. The other editor lives in
England has a heap of debt, defunct machinery and well noted for his erratic and eccentric
behaviour (many attest to it), no judge would call him sane – Sue us? No your lawyer could not
find enough for the fees as we both spend all our money on motorcycling and on brokers
“margin calls”
Seriously, we do our best to help freely, you should strongly consider anything we say, feel free
to test carefully anything we offer and always get a second opinion…
I think we have said enough, you get the gist… Try suing us now!

The Final Word...

www.brucemain-smith.com

Bruce Main-Smith specialise in producing high quality black and white photocopy sets of
manufacturer's original literature that has gone out of print. This literature is invaluable to both
restorers and riders of vintage and classic motorcycles.
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